Courts of last resort in the American states offer researchers considerable leverage to develop and test theories about how institutions influence judicial behavior. One measure critical to this research agenda is the individual judges' preferences, or ideal points, in policy space. Two main strategies for recovering this measure exist in the literature: Brace, Langer, and Hall's (2000) Party-Adjusted Judge Ideology (PAJID) and Bonica and Woodruff's (2015) judicial CFscores. Here we introduce a third measurement strategy that combines CFscores with item response (IRT) estimates of judicial voting behavior in all 52 state courts of last resort from 1995-2010. We show that leveraging two distinct sources of information (votes and CFscores) yields a superior estimation strategy. Specifically, we highlight several key advantages of the combined measure: (1) it is estimated dynamically, allowing for the possibility that judges' ideological leanings change over time and (2) it maps judges into a common space. In a comparison against existing measurement strategies, we find that our measure offers superior performance in predicting judges' votes. We conclude that it is a valuable tool for advancing the study of judicial politics.
Introduction
The development of methods for the estimation of ideal points in policy space represents a critical advancement in the study of political institutions and elite behavior over the last several decades. In the American context, widely-accepted ideal point measures are available for many institutions, including state legislatures, presidents, Congress, and the U.S. Supreme Court. Recent work seeks to create these measures for judges serving on state supreme courts, with the most prominent being Brace, Langer, and Hall's (2000) Party-Adjusted Judge Ideology (PAJID) and Bonica and Woodruff's (2015) judicial CFscores. While both of these measures are useful in some contexts, they also retain some shortcomings. In this letter, we discuss limitations with the current measures and introduce a third measurement strategy: the combination of a vote-based item response model with the CFscores' common space to produce the first vote-based dynamic indicator of state supreme court judges' ideal points.
Specifically, we employ a new judge-level dataset of state supreme court cases and Martin and Quinn's (2002) Bayesian measurement model to generate dynamic ideal points for all judges serving on the 52 state courts of last resort from 1995 through 2010. We then utilize Bonica and Woodruff's (2015) CFscores as an instrument for mapping our ideal points into a common ideological space. Below we present this measure and compare it to those currently in use. We show that the combination of two unique sources of information-the votes judges cast and their CFscores-produces a superior measurement strategy compared to those that rely on only one source of information. We highlight key advantages our measure offers; most notably, it is a dynamic measure that maps judges into a common space. In a comparison with the alternatives, we show empirical evidence that our measure provides superior performance in predicting judges' votes. Overall, we conclude that our dynamic ideal points can be useful to researchers studying state judicial politics.
Existing Measures of State Supreme Court Ideal Points
Scholars have previously measured state judicial ideology in several different ways, with two strategies emerging as the most prominent. The first is Brace, Langer, and Hall's (2000) PAJID scores. This measure is based on the state's ideological context at the time the judge joined the court, as measured by Berry et al.'s (1998) indicators of state elite and citizen ideology. Elected judges are assigned the score of the state citizen ideology at the time of their election and appointed judges are assigned the state elite ideology at the time of their appointment. These scores are then weighted based on the partisan affiliation of the judge. The PAJID scores represent an improvement over prior strategies. They offer greater variation and nuance than simply recording a judge's party affiliation (Ulmer 1962 ) and do not require news coverage of the selection process (Emmert and Traut 1994) . Bonica and Woodruff (2015) introduce an alternative approach to judicial ideal point estimation by employing campaign finance data (see also Bonica 2013 Bonica , 2014 . Their method scales a large dataset of political donations over the period 1979-2012 into a common space. This approach provides ideal point estimates for a host of American political actors, including state supreme court judges, who may enter the data as a candidate, contributor, or appointee. This methodology represents a major advancement in ideal point estimation both generally and in the specific case of state supreme courts. It is a notable improvement over PAJID because it incorporates observed behavior rather than relying on indirect proxies. Furthermore, this approach scales actors in a common space and can generate ideal points for electoral winners and losers.
Nonetheless, both PAJID and CFscores may be problematic for estimating judicial ideology.
Both methods assume that judges' ideal points are static. PAJID scores assume judges maintain consistent preferences from the time they join the court, and CFscores aggregate contribution data over time. This limitation is potentially problematic because past work finds evidence of temporal variation in judges' preferences on the U.S. Supreme Court (Epstein et al. 1998; Martin and Quinn 2002) and state supreme courts (Canes-Wrone, Clark, and Kelly 2014). The assumption of static ideal points in spite of evidence to the contrary leaves out a potentially important source of variation that scholars may wish to analyze.
Additionally, PAJID and CFscores both rely on only one source of information. PAJID scores employ the Berry et al. (1998) measures of state elite and citizen ideology, based on the assumption that "justices will reflect the ideology of their states at the time of their accession to the bench" (Brace, Langer, and Hall 2000, 393) . CFscores utilize the donation behavior of judges and/or their appointing governors, which Bonica and Woodruff (2015) show is a useful source of information.
Yet, while contribution behavior is undoubtedly informative, additional sources of information may offer improved estimates of the judges' ideology.
In what follows, we present a third alternative to measuring the ideology of state supreme court judges. Our measure does not assume that judges' ideal points are static and combines the information in judges' contribution behavior with their voting decisions. Specifically, we map estimates from a model of judges' votes into the CFscores' common space to leverage the strengths of both measures in the estimation of judicial ideal points. We present the measure and validate it below. In the appendix, we discuss more details and provide an application of the measure to the study of judicial responsiveness to public preferences.
Dynamic Ideal Points for State Supreme Courts
Utilizing the new dataset constructed by Hall and Windett (2013) , we estimate ideal points for state supreme court judges employing the same methodological approach that Martin and Quinn (2002) To identify the model, we consider all non-unanimous state supreme court cases with a full 1 The measures described here as well as complete replication materials are available at the Political Analysis Dataverse (Windett, Harden, and Hall 2015) .
2 Of course, judges may vote strategically. Thus, our measure should be interpreted as the ideological preferences of judges as reflected in their voting patterns. written opinion. 3 With these data we estimate a single dimension of spatial voting behavior. Following Martin and Quinn (2002) , we use semi-informative priors from PAJID scores and party affiliation to set a directional constraint within each court. These priors define a left-right directionality of preferences for our models. We then estimate the model for each court-year just as Martin and Quinn (2002) do for the U.S Supreme Court. Our estimates are generated from 250,000 MCMC iterations with 25,000 burn-in exclusions and thinned to every 100 th iteration to reduce sample autocorrelation.
Projecting to a Common Space
Because judges in different states do not vote on the same cases and there are no instances of overlapping membership, we are not able to use the IRT model to directly bridge these ideal points across states into a common space. As such, the ideal points outlined above are based on the unique dimension within each individual court. Instead, we utilize Bonica and Woodruff's (2015) CFscores as an instrument to map our IRT ideal points into a common space. We follow Shor and McCarty (2011) and produce this mapping using a linear projection within each state. Unlike Shor and McCarty (2011) , who aggregate their ideal points, we retain the dynamic nature of our original measure. Moreover, although we utilize the CFscores' common space for scaling, our within-state ordering comes from the IRT estimates. As such, our estimates are based on the judges' voting behavior.
The first step in this process is to create a mapping of our IRT ideal points for a given state into the CFscores' cross-state common space. To do so, we regress the CFscores for judges in that state on the yearly ideal point of each judge from our measure using ordinary least squares, as shown in Eq. 1.
In this equation, j subscripts individual judges and t subscripts each term a judge serves.
We then generate expected values from the parameter estimates of Eq. 1 to produce that state's scaled ideal point estimates in the cross-state common space, as shown in Eq. 2.
Because this second step uses the regression in Eq. 1, we must assume that the dynamic IRT ideal points in that state are linearly related to the underlying dimension in the CFscores. Additionally, we assume that the estimates from Eq. 1, which define the average relationship between the CFscores and the IRT ideal points in that state, can be applied to the year-specific dynamic IRT ideal points in order to impute dynamic common space scores. That is, we assume that we can make a projection into the common space for each judge-year. 4
Assessing the Measure Across States
Because a judge's score generated by this method is unique in each year, the process results in a considerable amount of data. We summarize the scaled dynamic IRT (SDIRT) measure in While we suppress temporal variation here, the graph does show differences across the states.
Courts with relatively liberal medians include those in Hawaii, Vermont, and Oregon, while some conservative-leaning courts can be found in Alabama, Texas, and Iowa. The data also show differences in within-court variation. In some courts, such as those in New Mexico and Texas (Supreme Court), there is low variance within the court, indicating agreement and ideological homogeneity.
Other courts, such as in Virginia and Wisconsin, evince much greater ideological spread. 
Assessing Dynamics
As we discuss above, a key advantage of our measure is its dynamic nature. Figure 
Evaluating the Dynamic Ideal Point Measure
Our final task is to evaluate the SDIRT measure-which combines information from the IRT model and the CFscores-by comparing it to PAJID and CFscores alone. We utilize the most recent publicly-available PAJID scores, which include judges in all states placed on the bench from 1995-2008, and CFscores from all states except South Carolina due to sparse data availability in that state. 5 We evaluate these measures by comparing their performance in predicting individual votes. Following Bonica and Woodruff (2015) , we estimate a logistic regression model of the votes for each non-unanimous case on each ideal point measure. 6 We then use those models to predict the direction of each vote based on whether each judge's fitted value is above 0.50 (concur) or below 0.50 (dissent). We then compute two fit statistics: the proportion of votes correctly classified (CC) and the aggregate proportional reduction in error (APRE, see Armstrong et al. 2014 ).
Importantly, we perform this assessment using a cross-validation routine with our 1995-2010 vote data. Cross-validation is necessary to guard against the in-sample bias that would come with evaluating the SDIRT estimates on the same data used for estimation (PAJID and CFscores are already out-of-sample measures). Specifically, we randomly split the cases in each court into a training set (80% of the cases) and testing set (20%). We then fit the IRT models using only the cases in the training set. Finally, we estimate the two fit statistics using the SDIRT estimates from the training set on the cases in the testing set. Table 1 reports the results from this exercise for the SDIRT measure, PAJID, and the CFscores alone. The cell entries report the CC and APRE statistics for each measure, the best fitting measure by each statistic, and the number of court cases used in the fitting for each state court. Note that the number of usable cases is small in some courts. 7 In the appendix we report the fit statistics using the full sample of data and find similar results.
The results show that our SDIRT measure generally performs the best among the three alternatives; the model with that measure produces the largest fit statistics for 47 (CC) and 48 (APRE) of the 52 state courts. PAJID is the best performer in Missouri and the CFscores produce the best fit in the other courts. On average, the SDIRT measure's CC is 0.885, versus 0.812 for PAJID and 0.834 for CFscores. The average APRE values reflect the same pattern: 0.597 (SDIRT), 0.345 (PAJID), and 0.420 (CFscores).
In the appendix, we show that our measure's superior performance emerges when the unscaled version is used instead of the scaled version and when the IRT estimates are fit and evaluated on the full sample of court cases. 8 However, the SDIRT measure's performance shown in Table 1 is the strongest. If we use the unscaled version, our measure performs best in 44 state courts (CC and 7 Dropping 20% of the cases from the training set leads to some judges being omitted from the estimation (if the cases on which they voted did not go into the training set). This creates (random) missingness on the cross-validated IRT estimates, which yields too few observations to fit the logit model to some cases in the testing set. Thus, the number of usable cases in the testing set is slightly less than 20% in most states. 8 The appendix also contains explanations for the few instances in which PAJID or CFscores outperform our measure. Note: Cell entries report cross-validated model fit statistics for our scaled dynamic IRT ideal point measure (SDIRT), PAJID, and CFscores. The first four columns give the proportion of votes correctly classified by the model with each measure and the best fitting-measure. The next four columns give the aggregate proportional reduction in error by the model with each measure and the best-fitting measure. The final column gives the number of court cases used in model fitting for each state court. We use the unscaled IRT measure for South Carolina due to sparse CFscores data.
APRE). Thus, we conclude that the scaled version of our measure, which combines our dynamic IRT estimates with the CFscores' common space, provides the best measure of ideal points on state courts of last resort.
Conclusions
The main contribution of this letter is to introduce and evaluate a new measure of ideal points for judges on state courts of last resort. We highlight key advantages that this measure offers over existing measurement strategies. By combining two sources of information-votes and CFscoresour approach allows for a dynamic rather than static measure that places judges in a common space.
We contend that this measure can be useful to applied researchers seeking a dynamic measure of state supreme court ideal points over the period 1995-2010.
While there are several advantages to our new measure, we do not suggest that it renders PAJID or CFscores obsolete. PAJID may be useful if the key theoretical concept researchers wish to measure is the ideological tenor of each state at the time a judge joined the bench. CFscores are very useful because they provide measures for electoral winners and losers, all in a common ideological space. Moreover, they are necessary to create the scaled version of our measure. However, our cross-validated fit statistics show that, on their own, CFscores are not an optimal choice. Instead, we conclude that the combination of our IRT estimates and the CFscores gives our scaled measure the broadest applicability to state courts research.
